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The wheel of life is a powerful self-efrested exercise that gives you a holistic picture of your life and helps you to better understand what you can do to make your life more harmonious. used by several influential self-help gurus, this tool has existed since the 1960s and today is perhaps more popular than ever. some of you can know the wheel of life by
its other name: the balance wheel of life. This name is often heard during training consultations or as a self-reflection exercise when establishing personal growth goals. in this article you will find everything you need to know about the wheel of life, as well as a pdf template, canvas template and a blank life template completely free to download. What
does a wheel of life do?The wheel of life helps you to evaluate your current state of life verse the state of life desired according to the key areas of life. This tool helps you to reflect which areas of your life need more attention so you can create a successful life you want. Although creating your own wheel of life may seem like a simple exercise, you
need emotional energy to draw an honest picture of how you feel about certain areas of your life. You have to be in the right mindset to do it. the wheel of life offers a great visual representation of whether your life is balanced or not and which areas in your life need more attention. shows how balanced your life is in 8 different areas of life and gives
you the opportunity to reflect on how satisfied and satisfied you are in each area. if an area in your life is receiving very little attention, you can work to improve these areas to bring more balance to your life. Where can I download a printable wheel of life? to create a simple wheel of life, all you have to do is draw a circle and divide it into 8 parts
,opmeit ,opmeit rarroha sereiuq is ,ograbme niS .o±Ãesid ed atneimarreh reiuqlauc ne o onam a omsim detsu olrajubid edeuP .adiv ed aer¡Ã nu noc n³Ãicces adac eteuqite ,ogeuL templates ready to download. Actually, I have three of them! My two favorite life wheel templates are for sale in my Etsy store. Both are beautiful and they will save a lot of
time. There is a 20% discount if you want to buy the Canva life wheel template. Apply Canvawheeloflife coupon in my store or click this link to apply the cup automatically. I would also like to share a free printed PDF with you. It is a simple pre -cleded life wheel with 8 ãrreas. You can download it at the end of this post. Simply click on the download
boton and get access to the file. There is a preview of the free template. You can download this PDF from Free Wheel of Life at the end of this post. This wheel of life is a printable PDF that comes in two versions: a blank version and one with predefined categories. A blank version is better for those who want to choose themselves who evaluate. If you
continue reading this article, you will find many great ideas and inspiration ðŸ ™ blank) â € “A wheel of 9 zones â €“ two variations of a wheel of 10 zones of life 7 completely customizable canva templates include: 4 variations of an 8 -zone wheel, a wheel of 9 zones and 2 variations of a 10 -zone wheel. This 100% customizable Canva template is for
those who want to design their own wheel, without having to start from scratch. Canva is a great design tool where everything that is seen from sources and colors to text and graphics can be literally edited. Making a life wheel with Canva is not particularly easy if you are not a design, so getting my Canva template you get a head of the head and can
focus on the great image without having to have to the hard and consumed parts of the design yourself. UPDATE: Now my Canva Wheel of Life staff includes 7 7Four design design, one with 9 ãrreas and two design with 10 ulreas. Each template is completely customizable. You can change text, fountains, colors, add any text or graphic elements. Both
products have been created carefully and are high quality. What you choose, I hope you are happy with that! There is a preview of the templates so that you can see in complete details what is included. There is a special 20% discount for visitors to my website. If you are interested in buying the Canva life wheel template, you can use Canvawheeloflife
coupon in my store or click on this link to apply the Cupone automatically. Wheel of life A4 by digital hygge The classic wheel of life is divided into 8 key life of life. However, it should not be limited with the categories of predefined quantity and their labels. It is a visual representation of your life, of the things they value and care. If a detailed wheel of
life makes you feel anxious and overwhelmed, you can create less categories so you can concentrate on the most large of life. If you feel that you are specific categories, you can add additional categories or divide those existing into narrower ones. There are no correct or incorrect types of categories. The wheel of life (or the wheel of life balance) is
100% its vision and not anyone else's. The classical wheel of life includes the following ones of life: business & quot; Carrera: Alternative labels include vocation, work, business, maternity, paternity, parenting, volunteer, etc. Questions to ask: â € “What happy and fulfilled are for your work? Where would you like it? Finance: Other label ideas include
money, wealth, financial security and financial well -being. Questions to ask: â € So much do you feel about your financial situation? â € “How are your financial education? Do you see the accounts? This category could also be divided into physical health and emotional health, and may also include spiritual health. Questions to ask yourself: "How
happy is your general health?" How do you feel about your energy levels and vitality? â€: Do you exercise regularly? be community, social life. The category of family members and friends can be divided into separate categories of "Family" and "friends". Are you connected to them? Relationship: Alternatives include appointments, intimate life, couple,
significant couple, couple of life. Posters to ask you: â€ - How would you rate your life with your loved one? Is it a romantic life? Do you spend enough time together? : Alternatives include learning, self-development, personal or spiritual growth. This category label includes leisure time, hobbies, sports, game, creativity and enjoyment. Posters to ask
yourself: â€ - Can you spend enough time to rest, have fun and rejuvenate? Physical environment: other labels for this category could be simply "Home", "house" or "apartment". The category could be divided into two for work andenvironments It is especially important at this time when many people start working from home. Posts to ask yourself:
When it comes to people, get a question if the people with whom they live, work or spend their time, make it feel good. Do you like what kind of people do you have? Do you feel nourished when near these people or drain your energy? If you have never made your own wheel of life before and is a beginner when it comes to the evolution of life and self
-assessment, you probably want to start with 8 predefined categories. Over time, you may want to adjust the categories so that they coincide better with their central values. Remember that you can customize the categories simply by making them other names that feel more suitable for you and/or dividing an existing category in two or more.
Additional areas of the wheel of life is strongly recommended that you think about the categories you would like to see in your wheel of life. There are many evaluation questions that you can do when you consider your general happiness. In addition to the commonly used ones, there are some additional ideas for the users that can be evaluated:
Contribution to the planning of community security for futurepirituality and the spiritual growth states of the self -scratitude How do I use your wheel of life, you are not sure how to use your life wheel? To make it easier for you, I have tried to create a very easy step by step that should help you complete your own wheel of life. How to use the wheel
of life decides what life wants to evaluate when evaluating the balance in your life must begin by choosing which or categories you want to include. See up for more ideas. Establish priorities for the waters of life when you have labeled each part of the wheel, now it is time to establish for their areas. What area is the most important for you right now?
One is second? What a third part? If, for example, feel that Family & Amp; Friends is the most important one for you right now, write the number 1 near the label. Continue until you have classified all the areas based on its importance in your life. Rate each life of your life at a scale of 1 to 10 now, evaluate at a scale of 1 to 10 where you are for each
one of your life. When you have thought about the score for a certain one, color in that section. For example, if the score is ten, I will color throughout the section. If the punctuation is 1, then only color in the first part of the cycle. Establish an objective for each one of your life now that you have evaluated each one of your life, you are ready to
establish your goals, that is. Where you want to be in the future. The configuration of your goals makes you see the gap between its current and desired situation. Annicisis tries to determine if there is any interconnected zone in its wheel. Is there a creep where it could work at the same time? Are there badly balanced that negatively affect other
people of your life? Make an action plan The final step and more important is to make a simple action plan for each one. How can you improve it? What must be done to carry the score at the desired level? Final words of advice: When they are filled in their own wheel of life, the most diffamous part is to respond honestly to the questions when every

one of your life taps. You must access each acerer based on the situation of real life and not based on what you think "should" answer. Conclusion The Wheel of Life, A.K.A. Balance of life The wheel gives a holistic vision on where the person is on his trip and you have to do to move towards a happy and more harmonious life. It is not strange that many
Gurus self -help such as Tony Robbins and Zig Ziglar have used versions of this tool. A I could think that you have a problem in a ã¡área de de But exercise shows you a totally different perspective. perspective.
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